As I browsed through this mini, the line-art images caught my attention. They work wonderfully for watercoloring. I hesitate to watercolor because it’s a technique I don’t do well, but these images, especially Bloomin’ Beautiful and For Father, made me want to pull the watercoloring tools out!

I felt several of the sayings were particularly delightful. The one about twins in By Ones & By Twos almost made me want to have twins. And I just had to smile as I read Sassy Suzie’s sayings.

I also loved the diversity of In the Stars and the distinct look of She’s All That. And I have been waiting excitedly for our Chunky Sprinkles Stampin’ Glitter®; they’ll be perfect for holiday and home décor. I could go on and on, but I’m out of space and I’m sure you’ll find your own favorites! Happy stamping!

Shelli Gardner
Cofounder and CEO

Products in this mini collection are available through May 31, 2008. Contact your demonstrator to place an order. Any exchanges of these items must be made within 90 days of the shipping date. Page numbers refer to this mini collection unless otherwise noted. The abbreviation SSC refers to the Spring-Summer Collection 2008.

blos•som (bloʊˈsom) n. 1. A flower or cluster of flowers 2. The condition of flowering. 3a. A time of vigor, freshness, and beauty. b. A period of maximum development and reaching possibilities.
All stamp sets in this mini collection are die cut. That means no trimming is required! Assembling these stamps takes only seconds.
congratulations² for your wonderful baby

sweet little one

adoption is when a child grew in its mommy’s heart instead of her tummy.

two cute!


double the diapers, double the pins, double the onesies...
HURRAY FOR TWINS!

set of By Ones & By Twos
111492 $24.95

Duckies
112415 $6.50
Stampin’ Glitter

Our Chunky Sprinkles glitter makes a bold statement on any creation. Approx. 4 oz., 1 ea. Celery, Crystal Iris, Light Blue, and Light Pink.

111343  Chunky Sprinkles  $15.95

In the Stars

May ALL your DREAMS come TRUE.

111502  In the Stars  $28.95
Don’t miss our exclusive, easy-to-apply Rub-Ons. Designed to coordinate with our stamp sets, they add depth to card stock and patterned paper. Use these images with the Live Your Dream set (page 9). Each sheet offers dozens of different images to choose from.
Carousel Notes
These die-cut, scalloped circles are designed to coordinate with the Love Birds Rub-Ons and the Pick a Petal Classy Brass (SSC 187). 12 cards: 4 ea. Groovy Guava, Soft Sky, and Wild Wasabi. Includes 12 Chocolate Chip envelopes. 6-1/4” x 6-1/4”.

111344 Carousel Notes $11.95

Hodgepodge Hardware
Enjoy our new assortment of Hodgepodge Hardware™, available with fresh designs and a new silver finish! Use the label holders with many of our punches; the ribbon slide is sized to work with our new Poly-Twill 1/4” ribbon (page 11). Cast brads complete the assortment. Approx. 100 embellishments and 100 3/16” brads.

111325 Styled Silver $29.95
Designer Series Paper

Use this double-sided paper assortment whenever you want to create elegant projects with exclusive patterns and colors. 12 sheets per pkg., 2 ea. of 6 designs. 12” x 12”.

111356  Afternoon Tea  $9.95
Thanks
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Go CONFIDENTLY in the direction of your DREAMS.
~Henry David Thoreau

Live Your Dream
111486  $30.95 | SET OF 8
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Poly-Twill Ribbon
Our new poly-twill ribbon offers a soft, smooth finish and coordinates with the Styled Silver Hodgepodge Hardware (page 7). Use it to embellish any project. 1/4" wide, approx. 15 yds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>111284</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate Chip</td>
<td>111284</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Olive</td>
<td>111324</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

thinking of you

congratulations!

thanks so much

celebrate you!

Phrases for a Friend
111508  $20.95  SET OF 4
mini collection
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SET OF 3 | Big on Spring
111488  $19.95
Enhance a line-art image with watercoloring, such as the bicycle shown here. Use a balance of light and dark colors to create a pleasing image.

always time for you
Die-cut Blooms

Create fun, vibrant, three-dimensional embellishments with our die-cut, card stock flowers. Mix and match the pieces in this set or combine them with the A Perfect Day Rub-Ons for beautifully coordinated blossoms you can use on tags, cards, home décor, and more! Includes 1 sheet ea. of die-cut, textured card stock in 4 colors: Bashful Blue, Old Olive, Pumpkin Pie, and Real Red. 12” x 12”.

| 111376 | Die-cut Blooms | $8.95 |

COLORS:
Rub-Ons shown at 40%

Rub-Ons
Your projects will spring to life with the seasonal phrases and images on this Rub-Ons set. Images coordinate with the Tart & Tangy set and the Die-cut Blooms. 2 sheets per pkg., 1 ea. black and white. 5-7/8” x 12”.

111277  A Perfect Day  $10.95

one smart cookie
you take the cake
sweeter than apple pie
cool as a cucumber
orange you cute
thanks a bunch

One Smart Cookie
111506  $19.95
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Designer Series Paper
Celebrate spring with the bright and playful patterns in the Summer Picnic assortment. 12 double-sided sheets per pkg., 2 ea. of 6 designs in Stampin’ Up! patterns and colors. 12” x 12”.

111355  Summer Picnic  $9.95

Don’t Miss It: Punch out the images on our Designer Series paper with our circle punches (SSC 180).
Just Celebrate

111504 $34.95 | SET OF 8
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Don’t Miss It: Embellish your projects with our Pretties Kit (SSC 188), which offers hundreds of beads, flowers, and other items that will make your projects as pretty as can be.

The ESSENCE of LOVE is KINDNESS.
~Robert Louis Stevenson

THINKING OF YOU
Life Is Good album also uses Polka Dot (SSC 136).

You look fabulous!

Make a wish!

Life is good!

Here comes the bride

She’s All That
111512 $33.95 | Set of 4
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your friendship is the most uplifting thing in my life without underwire!

happy birthday!

did someone turn the heat up in here...

or is it just the candles on your cake?

thanks for your hospitality...

i’ve decided to move in with you!

it’s a good thing wrinkles don’t hurt!

we’re such good friends because surprisingly, you’re not intimidated by my beauty!

Sassy Suzie
111510  $26.95
May HAPPINESS touch your LIFE today as you have so often TOUCHEd the lives of OTHERS.
Once in a while, RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE of an ORDINARY life, Love gives us a FAIRYTALE.

A new HAND to hold, a new heart to LOVE, a new LIFE to lead.

Thanks ... not just for the BIG things you do, but all the wonderful little things too!

Life

is what HAPPENS to you while you’re BUSY making other plans.

~ John Lennon

A BEST FRIEND is someone who brings out the BEST in YOU.

If at FIRST you do succeed, try not to look ASTONISHED.

May every part of your BIRTHDAY have happy in it!
At Stampin’ Up!, color coordination comes easy. Just select your color scheme and choose from a variety of coordinating products. See the Spring-Summer Collection 2008 for our complete line.

**In Color®**

- Wild Wasabi
- Soft Sky
- Blue Bayou
- River Rock
- Groovy Guava
- Purely Pomegranate

**Bold Brights®**

- Glorious Green
- Green Galore
- Cable Green
- YoYo Yellow
- Only Orange
- Real Red
- Pink Passion
- Pixie Pink
- Orchid Opulence
- Lovely Lilac
- Brilliant Blue
- Tempting Turquoise

**Earth Elements®**

- Chocolate Chip
- Close to Cocoa
- Creamy Caramel
- More Mustard
- Pumpkin Pie
- Really Rust
- Ruby Red
- Cameo Coral
- Summer Sun
- Old Olive
- Garden Green
- Not Quite Navy

**Rich Regals®**

- Bordering Blue
- Brocade Blue
- Ballet Blue
- Night of Navy
- Taken with Teal
- Handsome Hunter
- Always Artichoke
- So Saffron
- Regal Rose
- Rose Red
- Bravo Burgundy
- Elegant Eggplant

**Soft Subtles®**

- Perfect Plum
- Pale Plum
- Pretty in Pink
- Blush Blossom
- Apricot Appeal
- Barely Banana
- Certainly Celery
- Mellow Moss
- Sage Shadow
- Bashful Blue
- Almost Amethyst
- Lavender Lace

**Neutrals**

- Whisper White
- Very Vanilla
- Sahara Sand
- Going Gray
- Basic Gray
- Basic Brown
- Basic Black
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Try our exciting In Color palette of on-trend colors, available through June 2008.
Create vibrant projects for a springtime picnic (as shown here and on the cover) with our stamp sets, Rub-Ons, Designer Series paper, and more—all designed to coordinate. Use them together or individually to achieve the look you want. At Stampin’ Up!, coordination and creativity are on the menu.

On the Menu
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